
Gates Middle School

School Council Meeting

February 7, 2022

5:00PM - Conference Room

Agenda

The Buzz

Free Fun Fridays are back!

Snacks are coming back!

IBCs second round selections just took place - starts this week.

2021 - 2022 School Goals

Goal 1: By June 2022, we will have examined and restructured our systems and practices

aimed at promoting excellence and improving learning and growth to meet the diverse

needs of students.

Improve existing RTI process to better design and monitor progress of interventions that target students’
areas for growth

Restructure ELA and Math Literacy Program [Title I Program] to provide more individualized support to
identified students

Create and implement Acceleration Academies for students in need of academic enrichment

Goal 2: By June 2022, we will have strengthened our connections with students and

families to improve their sense of belonging by increasing opportunities for collaboration

and engagement.

Create a Student Council to increase student voice in the decision-making process

Increase opportunities for family and community involvement within the school building

Implement personalized outreach tactics to students and families

GATES CORE VALUES

Generate Academic Excellence

Appreciate Each Unique Spirit

Think, Create, Collaborate

Empower Each Other

Stand Up for a Safe, Positive Learning Environment



Performance Data and Analysis Discussion

What should a grade on a report card communicate to students, staff and families?

Grades are more transparent now with Aspen - not as much build up to report

cards as in the past

Grades don’t feel as arbitrary - students and parents really understand what goes

into the final grade with Aspen

The breakdown of different types of assignments on Aspen really helps parents

understand the specific strengths and challenges that students have - it’s not just

one grade that parents then have to decipher

The comments are not that helpful because they seem so standardized

Honor Roll - there are so many people on it - too many?

There seems to be so much pressure on students about grades - counselors seeing

an increase in anxiety surrounding it.

Changing a culture surrounding grades will be hard and will take a lot of time -

there are internalized feelings around grades

What important data points seem to pop?

What are some emerging patterns and trends?

What is surprising or unexpected?

The average grade is higher than some parents would have thought

8th grade average grade goes down slightly

6th grade average grades are higher than one would think based on the transition

Team models and RTI interventions really work to help students not fall through

the cracks

Grades could be reflective of teachers knowing their students well and taking into

account COVID transitions back

Class grades are broken down differently based on the class - because it is not

universal grades can often mean different things

Is MCAS their best effort? Could Gates do a better job communicating the

importance of it to students and families? Help kids draw experiences between

their learning and what is assessed on MCAS.

What are the high school MCAS scores? Are students doing better there with the

added motivation about graduation and scholarships.

The relationships that are built at Gates are critical at thinking about sub-groups

grades- have to know students individually to be able to support them

It would be interesting to look at how students are in multiple sub groups and how

that data would compare

Next Meeting

Monday, April 11, 2022
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